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The Founder 

The founder of Xuan Kong Zhang Pai School (玄空掌派) is Grand Master Lau Rui Shan 

and he has more than twenty-five years of extensive research on Bagua I-Ching and Feng 

Shui applications. Master Lau extensive researches reached a breakthrough whereby he 

managed to put together the missing pieces of ancient metaphysic. He has created a 

Chinese website (http://www.fengshui-chinese.com) for free to all practitioners around the 

world to share and learn from each other. His un-selfishness attitude is highly admirable 

but sad to say most of his works and creations were stolen, copied and labeled as theirs 

own findings. Without proper understanding or the rational of Master Lau theories will 

create a detrimental outcome if some of the methods were applied incorrectly. Knowledge 

is powerful but improper use of his knowledge deeply disappointed Master Lau. In order to 

pass down the message and methods properly Master Lau created this Chinese 

metaphysic school. He believed that everything he teaches can be found in a ‘palm, that is 

why the name of this school is Xuan Kong Zhang Pai.  

 

Master Lau observed the nature movements, stars rotations or orbits as 

well as the interaction among them. He found out that basic and 

fundamental theory is most powerful methodology to analyze and form 

hypothesis for a research base to next his findings. In other words, to 

understand Chinese metaphysic in natural way by observing the 

movements of stars and the interaction. For example, see the following 

picture. The Movement of Sun  (solar) and Moon (Lunar) and earth which 

can be represented by Bagua and thus to form the forecast methods. 

 

 

 (From Feng Shui-Chinese)        Master Lau’s Bagua in line with Black Hole 

Theory 
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   The Early Days Bagua              Master Lau’s Lok Shu Diagram 

 

 

The wonder of traditional magic Lok Shu square The sum of each line 

(whether vertical, horizontal or diagonal) always equals fifteen. The 

quantum number five in the center is powerful number and, if you ignore the 

5 in the center, you will notice that the number opposite each other all sums 

up to 10. 

 

 


